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All loyal so~ and daughters 
Come let your voices rise, 
As we pledge allegiance 
to N. U. High. 
Foundations firm, 
Convictions strong , 
We proudly stand erect and sing 
Our Alma Mater Song. 

Seniors Leave With Mixed Emotions 
The Way We Were When First We Met 
PRICE LABORATORY SCHOOL KINDERGARTEN CLASS 1965-66. Top row: Debbie Alberts, Diane Albrecht, Lisa 
Ball, Tony Bender, Rae Marie Finsand, Robin Hagenow, Eddie Hancock; Second row: Steve Handberg, Aaron John-
son, Greg Johnson, Marty King, l\tike Lange, Mary Nurre, Kirk Plagge; Bottom row: Drew Rogers, Steve Simcox, 
Becky Strub, Jim Sulentic, Greg Taylor, Walt Wilkinson, Doug Wood . 
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( 1) Tony and Deb make their 
grand entrance. (2) Greg and 
Aaron or is it Aaron and Greg 
watch drill press operations. 
( 3) Kirk works on a precision 
drawing. (4) Doug Wood, a man 
for all seasons and situations! 

(1) Rita Parker future Rocky? (2) Doug Hansen and 
Jim Sulentic show ''We're still the one.'' (3) Gretchen 
Tharp climbs the ladder of success. ( 4) Galloping Gour-
met, Chris Harnan. ( 5) Chuck Stansbury. ( 6) Greg John-
son lends a helping hand in building the garage for indus-
trial arts class. 

Mitch Kulper 
(1) Lisa Ball. (2) Tommy Creighton doing 
some heavy · · . (3) Star-athlete Dave 
Burris. (4) Mike Lange, (5) OK, Tommy, 
Antoine, Mark, Sid and Hondo, don't all go 
for the ball at once! (6) ''Look, Ma! No 
cavities! 11 smiles Lisa Surdukan. (7) Al Da-
vis. 
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Steve Oldani 
(1) John Coney finishes his last Ferd-map . (2) Steve 
Simcox and Rita Parker. (3) Steve Oldani combines pre-
cision with art. (4) Steve Handberg. (5) Howard 
avant-garde fashion. (6) Chris Gill enjoys Sadie Haw-
kins. (7) Mark Reed. 
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( 1) Mathias and Saba Desta came from Ethio-
pia to study in Cedar Falls. (2) Doug Hansen 
and Bob Hellman stand out in a crowd . ( 3) 
Studying diligently (?) is Debbie Alberts. ( 4) 
Senior P.E. provided many challenges. (5) 
Rae Marie Finsand. (6) Marty Thompson. (7) 
A typical day in statistics class (oh, well ... ) 
(8) ln Homecoming finery are Eddie Han-
cock and Gretchen Tharp . (9) Sidney Garrison 
computes a way to graduate in January. ( 10) 
Foreign Exchange student Imre Meintjes re-
turned home to South Africa with her Home 
Ee. project in early January. 
SENIORS NOT PICTURED: 
David Burris Mathias Desta 
Tom Creighton Aaron Johnson 
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(1) TI-IE COURT: Tony Bender, Deb Alberts, 
Rita Parker, Steve Simcox, Jim Sulentic, Queen 
Diane Albrecht, Imre Meintjes, Kelly Lovegren, 
Gretchen Tharp, Doug Wood, Rae Marie Fin-
sand, Greg Taylor. (2) Dancing the night away 
to the beat of 1 'Blue Horizon. 11 (3) Football 
team captain Walt Wilkinson makes another 
great pass. (4) Panthers head for a 34-7 victory. 
(5) Honorary queen Imre Meintjes. (6) Stand up 
and cheer at the coronation ceremonies. (7) Doc. 
Albrecht surveys the artistic talents of the Let-
termen 1s Club. (8) Doug Wood introduces the 
1 1 lovelies' ' of LaPorte . ( 9) The juniors dish up 
another breakfast. ( 10) Trouble at the crossroads 













(1) His Royal Highness Doug Wood. (2) 
Lisa Strub shows how it Is done . ( 3) The 
N.U. disco. (4) The Court: Doug Han-
sen, JarithBunting, Bob Hellman, Deb 
Kettner, King Doug Wood, Gretchen 
Tharp, Jim Sulentic, Julie Hyde, Robin 
Hellman, Walt Wilkinson. (5) Best(?) 
dressed: Greg Taylor and Robin Ha-
genow. (6) Doug and Gretchen, another 
tangled love affair. (7) Just stringing 
along are Julie and Jim. (8) Cathy 
Card, Tracy Timson, and Lisa Strub 
hunt for M&Ms in the popcorn. (9) Slow 
dancin 1 • ( 10) King candidates lend their 
voices in the sweet harmonies of a hog 
call. ( 11) Jarith and Doug look on as 
Bob calls in the hogs. (12) Deb Kettner 
laughs at drippy ole Boob. 
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Overseas Travel Broadens NUHS Views 
( 1) Chele Wumkes 
sends another victim 
into the kissing booth. 
(2) Cathy Card and 
Martha Wilkinson try 
shaving balloons. (3) 
Everybody loves a car-
nival. ( 4) The ninth 
grade boys volleyball 
team: Rick Bremner, 
Dave Delafield, Brett 
Froyen, Bobby 
Thompson, Curtis 
Nielsen and Rod Cory. 
(5) Pete Healy and 
Tim Sulentic run the 
gambling table. (6) A 
Swiss Mickey Mouse 
puts a little English on 
the ball. (7) Gretchen 
Tharp and Doug Wood 
call bingo numbers . 
( 8) In the summer of 
177 Joni Burbridge 
went to Ecuador, Bob 
Hellman to Sweden 
and Rita Parker to 
France as YFU ex -
change students. Car-
nival profits helped 
pay their vyay. 
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In March, 8 NU students spent 16 days in France. They lived with French families for 6 
days and toured by bus for 10, with visits to Paris, a cheese factory, a champagne cellar 
and Switzerland. Standing: Sandy Steele, Marsha Tompkin, Chris Wengert, Diane De-
lay, Lee Potter, Chris Micha elides, Mrs. Delfs, Dave Chung, Mr. Becker; Seated: Mrs. 
Becker, Dave Durbala 
Imre Meintjes came from Kru-
gersdorp, South Africa, in Janu-
ary, 1977, for a year a NU High. 
She lived with the Ivan Wann 
family until Mid-summer when 
she moved to the William Card 
home. Her friendly ways won her 
a schoolfull of friends . She was 
sponsored by the Rotary Interna -
tional. 
Antoine Baier le spent the 77- 78 
school year living with the David 
Hansen family. He came from 
Geneva, Switzerland, tennis rack-
et in hand , and proved to be our 
team's best player. In addition, 
this yearbook would have many 
fewer pictures without his photo -
graphic talent. 
Elmer Lavala lived with the Tom 
Shepherd family during his year in 
Cedar Falls. A native of Liberia, 
Elmer was a great addition to the 
stage crew. His wit and humor 
made him welcome in any crowd. 




THE COURT: Becky Van 
Hauen and Steve Simcox, 
Rita Parker and Tom Lu-
cas, Gretchen Tharp and 
Eddie Hancock, Debbie 
Alberts and Tony Bender, 
Queen Rae Marie Finsand 
and Mark Reed. 
''Once In A Vision'' 
gunior 8enior [/Jrom 
Jlpril 29, ,978 
n. U. rH. 8. 
( 1) Judy Diedrichs and John Hogan take a 
short break in the reception room. ( 2) 
Robin Hellman and Mark Meyers, enjoying 
each other's company. (3) Holly Beach 
speaks before the new queen is announced. 
(4) Ann Gill and John Reiss leave inhibi-
tions behind. ( 5) Eddie Hancock and 
Gretchen Tharp smile as Mark Reed con-
gratulates Rae Marie. (6) Rae Marie re-
ceives her crown and flowers. (7) Sondra 
Garrison and Todd Andrews add their names 
to the guest list. (8) Rita Parker, escorted 
by Tom Lucas. (9) Shelley Tharp greets 
Duke Dierks and Martha Wilkinson while 
Julie Hyde talks with Paul Creeden. (10) 
Alex Miller and Beth Gilgen find something 
to laugh about during a break. ( 11) Every-
one relaxes to the slow songs played by 
BRASS TAX. 
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Honors And Awards Given To NU's Best 
National Honor Society: 
Elected in 1977: Doug Hansen, Bob Hellman, Doug 
Wood. Elected in 1978: Diane Albrecht, Rae Marie 
Finsand, Rita Parker, Judy Diedrichs, Robin Gish, 
Jon Nieman. 
Summer Abroad Exchange Program: Ann Healy, Robin 
Hellman, Debbie Kettner. 
DAR Good Citizenship .............. Douglas Wood 
Boys State Representative ............. Jon Nieman 
State of Iowa Scholars: Diane Albrecht, Douglas 
Hansen, Robert Hellman, Douglas Wood. 
Scholarship, Missouri Western State College: Anthony 
Bender 
Scholarship, Cornell University .......... Chris Gill 
Scholarship, Harvard-Radcliffe ........ Rita Parker 
Celanese Corporation Scholarship ..... Lisa Surdukan 
NFMT Scholarship to lnterlochen ....... Jenny Doud 
National Merit Scholarship Finalists: Douglas Hansen, 
Peter Healy, Robert Hellman, Douglas Wood 
National Merit Scholarship Commendation: Chris Gill 
University Honor Scholarship, U. of Iowa: Diane 
Albrecht, Doug Hansen, Bob Hellman, Douglas 
Wood. 
Youth of the Year, Cedar Falls Exchange Club: Bob 
Hellman 
Iowa Bar Assn. Am. Citizenship Award: Douglas Wood 
Bausch & Lomb Honorary Science Award: Douglas 
Wood 
Academic Honors: Diane Albrecht,Eddie Hancock, 
Douglas Hansen, Robert Hellman, Lisa Surdukan, 
Douglas Wood. 
Boehmler Award ........... ....... Gretchen Tharp 
Parent-Teacher Scholarship Award .. Douglas Hansen 
Mary Day Price Memorial Scholarship Award: Diane 
Albrecht 
Department of Teaching Scholarship Award: Doug 
Wood 
Dwight K. Curtis Memorial ........ Robert Hellman 
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( 1) Boehmler Scholarship winner, Gretchen 
Tharp. (2) Jon Nieman is our Boy's State repre-
sentative. ( 3) Bob Hellman is the school winner 
of the National Mathematics examination. (4) 
Rae Marie was a hard worker on the Pep Club. 
(5) Doug Wood and Bob Hellman tell about being 
a National Honor Student. (6) Father congratu-
lates his daughter Diane. (7) Marty contributed 
talent and leadership to the music program. (8) 
Robin adds her name to the long list of Honor 
Students . ( 9) Doug gets another one . ( 10) All 
Student Directors add their own special touches, 
but Adrian . . . ( 11) Wimpy, the new Wimp. 
(12) Eddie Hancock receives a Colden Music 
Award . (13) Robin Hellman goes to Norway as 
one of three Y. F. U. students. 
Special Student Council Award ... Doug Hansen 
National Mathematics Exam ..... Bob Hellman 
NCTE Writing Award ........... Bob Hellman 
Hugh O'Brien Youth Award ... ... Josie Findlay 
Beginning French Award ..... Paul Michaelides 
Intennediate French Award ..... Chris Wengert 
Advanced French Award ....... Diane Albrecht 
Beginning Spanish Award ... . ... Renato Sioson 
Intennediate Spanish Award .... Bob Thompson 
Advanced Spanish Award ... .. .. Joni Burbridge 
Silver Music Award (Vocal or Instrumental): 
David Burris, Robin Hagenow, Peter Healy, 
Adrian Hoff, Rita Parker, Greg Taylor 
Colden Music Award (Vocal and Instrumental): 
Eddie Hancock, Doug Hansen, Bob Hellman, 
Marty Thompson, Doug Wood 
Fourth Year Drama Awards: Debbie Alberts, 
Doug Hansen, Tina Hantula, Pete Healy, Bob 
Hellman, Becky Strub, Gretchen Tharp, Doug 
Wood 
We could go on forever! 
Commencement 
Processional: 1 1 Pomp and Circumstance 1 1 
Invocation: Rev. David Wasserman 
Address: 1 1 Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of 
Knowledge 1 ' Dr. Howard V. Jones 
Recessional: 1 1 Grand March 1 1 from AIDA 
(1) Class president Doug Wood reached many 
listeners when expressing his feelings on be -
half of the seniors. (2) Rae Marie Finsand, 
Rita Parker, Kim Lough and Walt Wilkinson 
keeping themselves busy before the ceremo-
ny. (3) Making last minute preparations and 
lining up to march. (4) The class of 1978. 
(5) Lisa Surdukan graduates with academic 
honors. ( 6) A select choir sings the Alma 
Mater. (7) Friends and relatives offer their 
congratulations to the graduates. (8) Rae 
Marie amid graduation paraphernalia writes 
remembrances to a friend. (9) Mike Lange, 
Drew Rogers, Steve Oldanti, Adrian Hoff, 
Doug Wood, Mitch Kulper, Marty King and 
Marty Thompson are ready to go out and solve 
the world's problems. (10) Gary Ewalt re-
ceives his diploma. (11) Can you believe it's 
all over? 
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Girls Softball 
''A Great First Year'' Diane Albrecht 
''Since 1977 was the first year for a girls softball team, none of 
us lmew what to expect. About 25 girls came out for the team, 
experienced only by the slow-pitch softball we'd played in PE 
class . We practiced hard everyday, often starting at 7 : 00 
a.m., or afternoons when it was 90 or hotter. We really sur-
prised ours~lves as we won our first game by the ten-run rule. 
We had a great first year with a record of 5-8, including a 
victory over highly-rated Dike . Of all the sports I've been out 
for, this is the closest team l 've been on. We worked well to-
gether and everyone was encouraging. 1 1 
~~ 
1977 TEAM: (1. tor.) Ruth Aanensen, Cathy Card, Lisa Strub, 
Trina O'Neal, Josie Findlay/ Tracy Timson, Martha Wilkin-
son, Carrie Dillon, Micki Porter, Becky Rogers/ Rae Marie 
Finsand, Lisa Surdukan** , Debbie Alberts, Becky VanHauen, 
Diane Albrecht* , Stejhanie Mattson/ Chris Carlo* , St. Coach 
Jackley, Emily Ward , Manager Laura Albrecht, Coach 
Becker. 











































''Underclasstnen Gain Experience'' 
- Tony Bender 
''Inexperience was a real problem for the 1977 baseball 
team. We finished fourth in the conference (2-7), and lost 
a handful of games by only one run - including a 5-4 loss 
to highly rated Cedar Falls High. Tony Bender led the NU 
batting with a .417 average, while Eric Finsand and Dennis 
Washington batted . 400 and . 333 respectively. Greg Johnson 
led the pitching with a hard throwing fast ball, while brother 
Aaron used his effective curve ball. The 1978 squad should 
be a much improved team with four returning all-confer-
ence players and seven returning starters. 1 1 
~7 ~ 
1977 TEAM: (1. tor.) St. Coach Hadden, Eddie Hancock, 
Rod Cory, Coach Schneider/ John Mattson, Steve Hofstedt, 
Kelly Lovegren, Tony Bender , Dave Durbala, Eric Fin-
sand** / Duke Dierks, Jon Nieman, Steve Mortensen, Walt 
Wilkinson, Kevin Mueller/ Aaron Johnson, John Hayes, 
Greg Johnson* * , Jim Ha yes , Dennis Washington* * . 













1977 Baseball Results 




































Conference Champion Panthers Are''A 
1 'A share of the coveted North Iowa Cedar League football 
championship highlighted the Little Panther 1977 football 
season. An outright championship was denied them after a 
heartbreaking loss to tri-champion Dike in the last confer-
ence game of the year. Unquestionably, the highlight of the 
season was the thrilling two-overtime victory over a pre-
viously unbeaten North Tama team. 
11 A quick, hard-hitting defense that statistically was the 
best in the conference characterized the NU Panther team. 
Led by all-conference performers Steve Hofstedt, Sidney 
Ganison and Rick Carbiener, the Panthers shut out two 
teams and allowed three other teams just one touchdown. 
1 'The NU offense was explosive and exciting to watch as 
senior all-conference players Dave Bums, Walt Wilkinson, 
Chris Gill, Jim Sulentic and Doug Hansen operated the dif-
ficult veer option offense to near perfection. With the addi-
tion of the superb kicking of all-conference Kirk Plagge to 
the offense and defense, the team was a tough bunch to 
beat. 
1 'The Little Panther seniors ended their careers with a tena-
cious victory over non-conference Dunkerton, and thus 
earned themselves an excellent 7 - 2 season record. 1 1 
ALL CONFERENCE PLAYERS: Rick Carbiener, Doug 
Hansen, Kirk Plagge, Dave Burris, Jim Sulentic, Sidney 
Ganison, Steve Hofstedt, Walt Wilkinson. Not pictured, 
Chris Gill. 
( 1) Coach Kettner and Jim Sulentic plot some strategy. 
(2) No. 13 Walt Wilkinson pulls a fast one against Dun-
kerton. (3) Dave Burris has Grundy Center at his feet. (4) 
Doug Keiser and Brian Bowman follow the action, ( 5) 
Kevin Mueller handles a tricky play. (6) A manager's 
work is never done. Dick Ellis assists Mark Reed. 
.rough Bunch To Bear'' 
1917 Varsity Football Resul1s 
Opponent We 
Allison-Mstow 13 
Cnmdy Center 21 
Hudson 25 
Ackley-Geneva 21 
North Tama 36 














1977 VARSITY TEAM: FRONT ROW, Albert Da-
vis, Cary Ewalt, Jon Nieman, Doug Wood, Sidney 
Carrison, Dave Burris, John Coney, Mark Reed, 
Kirk Plagge, Duke Dierks, Steve Simcox, Student 
Coach Arnold. SECOND ROW, Student Coach Al-
drich, Steve Hofstedt, Kevin Mueller, Dennis 
Washington, Todd Redalen, Rick Carbiener, Chris 
Gill, Leon Wessels, Eric Finsand, Doug Cory, Mark 
Miller, THIRD ROW, Student Coach Hendricks, 
Head Coach Kettner, Don Davids, Cory Wumkes, 
Dave Durbala, Mike Beckman, Clark.Taylor, John 
Mattson, Ken Haman, Mike Sabbath, Steve 
Kulper, Matt Gill. FOURTH ROW, Student Coach 
Kerns, Kevin Ryan, Bob Thompson, Curtis Nielson, 
Brian Bowman, Dane Dierks, Doug Larsen, Jeff 
Williams, Doug Hansen, Jim Sulentic, Walt Wil-
kinson, Bob Hellman, BACK ROW, Coach 
Schneider, Dave Delafield, David Jorgensen, Rod 
Cory, Greg Snodgrass, Paul Steele, Jeff Leyland, 
Doug Keiser, John Rohrbaugh, David Schwandt, 
Rick Bremner, Brett Froyen. 
( 1) Kirk Plagge does it again ! ( 2) Rick Carbiener takes a 
well-earned break. (3) Practicing Panthers push for points. 
(4) Dave Burris dodges Spartans. (5) Walt Wilkinson outruns 
Grundy Center. 
EIGHTI-1 GRADE FOOTBALL TEAM: Front row, Randy Ni-
cholas, Todd DeBoer, Ricky Johnson, Blair Brewer, Arya 
Farinpour, Bryan Taylor, Manager Tammy Mortensen, 
Manager Joanne Norem. Second row, John Becker, Tim 
Gish, Jim Tarr, Mike Crandall, Dan Shepherd, Student 
Coach. Third row, Kevin Winburn, Mark Timpany, David 
Tredwell, Joe Hunt, David Alberts, Jan Pulkrabek, Student 
Coach. Fourth row, Justy Doug, Matt Delay, Wayne Roby, 
Kurt Albrecht, Mike Leymaster, Curt Kouri. Back row, 
Mike Hayes, Matt Clow, Steve Greenwood, John Olson, 
Matt Glascock, Bruce Keeling, Rick Wumkes. Coached by 
John Aldrich, Sr. 
Extratnurals: A Short, Successful Season 
1977 SOCCER TEAM: Front row, Lisa Surdukan, Becky 
Strub, Deb Alberts, Diane Albrecht, Rae Marie Finsand, 
Rita Parker. Second row, Julie Hyde, Tracy Timson, Deb 
Kettner, Sue Snodgrass, Jarith Bunting, Roxanne Hellman, 
Josie Findlay. Third row, Kim Nielsen, Shari Snodgrass, 
Carla Tarr, Arlene Cherry, Sandy Steele, Kris Redalen. 
Fourth row, Trina O'Neal, Ruth Aanensen, Carrie Dillon, 
Kathy Parker, Jackie Mosley, Martha Wilkinson. Back row, 
Lisa Brown, Micki Porter, Sue Green, Coach Shelley Smith. 
1977 VOLLEYBA!l. TEAM: Top to bottom, seated, Jackie 
Mosley, Ka thy Parker, Micki Porter, Tracy Timson, Martha 
Wilkinson. Second column, Ruth Aanensen, Kris Redalen, 
Arlene Cherry, Carrie Dillon, Deb Kettner, Carla Tarr, Lisa 
Surdukan, Becky VanHauen, Rae Marie Finsand. Last Col-
umn, Coach Smith, Jarith Bunting, Shari Snodgrass, Sue 
Snodgrass, Sue Green, Diane Albrecht, Becky Strub, Deb 
Alberts. 
1 'The 1977 VOLLEYBA!l. team played four matches with the 
teams from New Hartford. The varsity match consisted of 
five games, each played until one team achieved 1S_poi1:ts· 
Winning three of a possible five games gave our Varsitv girls 
the match victory. Junior Varsity teams played three other 
matches of two or three games. The N. U. girls won two of 
the three J.V. matches. 
' 'One more soccer game and another afternoon of volleyball 
matches were cancelled by Dunkerton and New Hartford• 
Although the Extramural season seemed short, it was truly 
successful. 1 1 
( 1) Sue Green and Sandy Steele carry the ball down th~ 
, 'The 1977 SOCCER team played two games against Dun- field. (2) Deb Kettner !';events her oppone~t from scoring 
kerton. We lost the first game 2-1 , but won the second 2- 0. ( 3) Pep talk - Sandra Little and Coach Smith· 
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''Girls Swim Team Had Great Team 
Spirit'' 
''The 1977 girls swim team was very small, consisting of 
only nine swimmers . No amount of talent or effort could 
overcome this large disadvantage to our team . The N. U. 
girls showed great potential and team spirit - substan-
tially increased by incoming freshmen. 
''In coming seasons, a larger group of experienced swim-
mers and a lot of school spirit should add up to a winning 
team.'' 
1977 VARSITY GIRLS SWIM TEAM: FRONT ROW, Coach 
Pat Geadelmann, Stephanie Mattson, Robin Hellman, Lisa 
Strub, Jolon Bunting, Cathy Card, Student Coach Pat Jack-
ley. BACK ROW, Ann Healy, Julie Hyde, Joni Burbridge, 
Cheryl Powell, Martha Wilkinson. 
- Joni Burbridge 
( 1) 11 Flying II to victory. ( 2) Ann and her shark await their 
next tum. (3) Did you hear the one about ... (4) Robin takes a 
breather. (5) Joni beats the clock again. (6) Martha displays 
good diving form. 
1'»7 Girls Swim Results 
Opponent We 
Waterloo Central Tl.5 
Cohunbus 37 
Charles City 60 
Cedar Falls 28 
Waterloo Central 47 
Waterloo West 16 
Cedar Falls 13 
Waterloo East 32 
Cohunbus 44 
Charles City 35 
Williamsburg 22 














Boys Swim Team ''Shows Great Pro 
1 'When most people are asked to judge the success of a par-
ticular sports season, the first thing they do is look at the 
meet record. In the case of the Boys Swim Team season, 
this judgment would be inaccurate. 
''Considering that we had only four seniors and one junior on 
our team to give leadership, I think we did quite well. 
Many underclassmen showed great improvement and promise 
for a good future. For these reasons, I believe our swim sea-
son was successful. 1 1 
.... 
' 
ml·se'' d · - E die Hancock 
BOYS VARSITY SWIM TEAM : Front row. Wesley Washing-
ton, Barry Ewalt, Ken Brown, Dirk Maxula, Paul Steele; 
Second row, Dane Dierks, Dave Jorgensen, Greg Snodgrass, 
Keith Burbridge, Dean Salmons, Rod Cory, Manager Ann 
Healy, Manager Doug Powell; Third row, Steve Chmie -
lewski, Mark Miller, Mike Sabbath, Doug Cory, Adrian 
Miller, Doug Wood; Back row, Eddie Hancock, Bob Hell-
man, Pete Healy, Antoine Baier le, Coach Aldrich, Jr. 
(1) Mike Sabbath 1 'flies. 11 (2) Antoine Baierle wakes up to 
say hello. ( 3) Coming up for air is Doug Cory. ( 4) Coach 
Aldrich times one of his panthers, ( 5) Eddie looks on as 
Steve does his thing. (6) Bob Hellman displays one of his 
major contributions to the team. (7) Rod Cory takes a 
break. (8) Nobody does it better than Pete Healy. (9) Eddie 






Iowa City West 





















''Girls Basketball Has Tough Comp 
1 'This was a year of very tough basketball competition for 
girls in the NICL Conference. 
1 'Diane Albrecht switched courts this year and held some of 
the strongest forwards in the conference to well below their 
scoring average; Becky Van Hauen ended eighth in the con-
ference in individual free throw percentage (71 % mode); 
Debbie Alberts was fifth in the conference in rebounds, 
averaging almost 6 per game: Rae Marie Finsand was tied 
for fifth in the conference in individual interceptions, aver-
aging 2. 6 per conference game. 
''The addition of Dike, Hudson, and North Tama resulted in 
a much tougher competition for the N. U. team. 1 1 
1978 GIRLS VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM: Front row, 
Becky Rogers, Diane Albrecht, Becky Strub, Debbie Al-
berts, Becky Van Hauen, Rae Marie Finsand; Back row, 
Coach Hawn, Manager Tammy Bright, Lisa Strub, Holly 
Hendrickson, Stephanie Mattson, Robin Hellman, Sherry 
Snodgrass, Roxanne Hellman, Manager Sharon Rogers, 
Coach Primrose. Not pictured: Ann Gill. 
(1) Diane Albrecht - Having a ball. (2) Debbie Alberts and 
Rae Marie Finsand showing their defense . ( 3) Martha Wil-
kinson puts the hammer down. ( 4) Returning letter winners , 
Ann Gill, Becky Strub, Becky Van Hauen, and Diane Al-
brecht. (5) Rae Marie Finsand searches for a teammate. 
etition'' - Coach Hawn 
Opponent 
Dunkerton 


























































1978 GIRLS JUNIOR VARSITY TEAM: Front row, Heidi . 
Hendrickson, Micki Porter, Kathy Parker, Cathy _Card, Lisa 
Strub Holly Hendrickson, Jackie Mosley, Melarue Lange; 
Back ~w, Coach Hawn, Kim Tietje, Carrie Dillon, Martha 
Wilkinson, Sherry Snodgrass , Roxanne Hellman, Tr~cy 
Timson, Ruthie Aanensen, Becky Rogers, Coach Primrose. 
Not pictured: Sandra Little. 
1978 GIRLS JUNIOR HIGH TEAMS: EIGHTH C~~ Front 
row Katie Thompson, Rachel Tharp, Shelly Kincaid, Pat 
Rya~ Terri Michel, Laura Albrecht, Teri Powell, Tracey 
Ande~on, Jean Barron; Second row, ~anager Ricardo John-
son, Jill Roberts, Lisa Johnson, Sue Zeigler, ~ammy Mor-
tensen, Toni Kincaid, Veronica 0 1Neal, Kari Lebeda, Ro-
byn Rogers. 
SEVENTH GRADE Third row, Manager Tami Hansen, Betsy 
Kelly, Rosalyn Hellman, Beth Finsand, Jill Duea, Jennifer 
Delfs, Kari Schilling, Carol Glascock, Managers Sandy Pe -
derson Diane Clow; Fourth row, Sonya Anderson, Sandy 
Spray,' Diane McLaughlin, Christie Dillon, Suzanne ~fork, 
Kelly Cress, Cheryl Coro, Carolyn Uhl; Back ~w, Lisa 
Kincaid Amy Hendrickson, Dawn Usher, Debbie Brown, 
Holly Nicholas, Wendy Jorgensen, Coach Smith. 
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''Boys Basketball Has Best Season In 
''The Panthers 13-6 season was the best season record for 
NUHS since the 1966 basketball season. The Panthers won 
all their non-league games in 177-78 and were 9-5 in con-
ference play. 
1 'Led by seniors Tony Bender, Jim Sulentic, and Walt Wil-
kinson, along with juniors Tim Sulentic, Jim Hayes, and 
Kevin Mueller, the Panthers averaged 58 . 2 points per game 
while holding their opponents to 47. 8 points per game. The 
Panthers out-rebounded their opponents by 87. Known for 
their tough defensive play and zone presses, the Panthers 
held their opponents shooting percentages below 42 percent. 
''With the return of three starters and Dennis Washington, 
Jeff Schmidt, and Mike Ryan, the Panthers are hopeful of 
contending for a league title in 178-79. 11 
1978 BOYS VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM: Front row, Jim 
Sulentic, Walt Wilkinson, Tony Bender, Greg Taylor; Back 
row, Manager Tim Gish, Kevin Mueller, Jim Hayes, Jeff 
Schmidt, Mike Ryan, Tim Sulentic, Dennis Washington, 
Manager Justy Doud, Manager Doug Durbala. Not pictured, 
Al Davis. Coached by Bob Schneider. 
( 1) Kevin Mueller does a little soft shoe, while Mike Ryan 
dances into the act. (2) Up, up and away for two points -
Tim and Jim Sulentic . (3) Tony Bender made the Des 
Moines Register's and Iowa Daily Press Association's All-
State teams. (4) Jim Hayes and Mike Ryan go for the re-
bound, as Jim and Tony wait for the ball. (5) Jim Hayes 
hopes for good news above. 
Y '' ears - Coach Schneider 
1978 BOYS JUNIOR VARSITY TEAM: Front row, Neil Lin-
demann, Jeff Laylin, Curt Nielsen, Doug Keiser; Back row, 
Dave Delafield, Da~d Vilmain, John Mattson, Kevin Ryan, 
Clark Taylor. Not pictured: Bobby Thompson. 
1978 BOYS JUNIOR HIGH TEAMS: EIGHTH GRADE Front 
row, John Olson, Mike Ha yes, Justy Doud, Curt Kouri , Brian 
Taylor, Darwin Ford; Second row, Coach Strub, Tim Gish, 
David Alberts, Dan Shepherd, Blair Brewer, John Becker, 
Arya Farinpour, Coach Hendricks . Not pictured: Wayne 
Roby, Robbin Langhoff. 
SEVENTH GRADE Third row, Quinn Caldwell, Curtis Sisk, 
Lowell Tietje, Neil Davis, Lanny Johnson, Darle Mosley, 
Jason Smith, Barry Jones, Bill Perkins, Greg Starbeck, Eric 
Nielsen; Back row, Donny Findlay, Harold Parker, Roni 
Sioson, Ted Hovet, Todd Timmerman, Kevin Hornbeck, 































































''One Of Girls Track's Best Seasons Ever'' 
1 'The girls' track squad had one of its best seasons ever post-
ing a 3-1 dual record for indoor track, and a competiti~e re., 
cord, yielding a state champion in the outdoor season. Becky 
S_trub'_s 200 meter :'1n in Class AA state competition marks the 
first time an NU girl has won a state championship in any sport. 
''Many new school records were set by this team including the 
22_0 ~nd 1~0 low hurdles by ~ Healy, the mile run by Martha 
W~lki.nson, the shot J?U.t by Robin Hagenow, and the discus by 
Micki Porter. In addition, the ten flight shuttle hurdle relay 
!eam of Kathy Parker, Ann Healy, Stephanie Mattson and Rob-
in Hellman lowered NU Is record time, as did the 880 medley 
relay team of Kim Teitje, Roxy Hellman Becky Strub and Rae 
Marie Finsand . ' ' ' 
~~I(~ 
GIRLS VARSITY TRACK TEAM: Front row, Robin Hell-
man, Becky Strub, Rae Marie Finsand, Robin Hagenow, 
Stephanie Mattson, Cheryl Powell; Second row, Cassie Lad-
ley, Andi Henry, Shelley Tharp, Joan Schoneman, Tammy 
Bright, Ann Healy, Roxanne Hellman, Micki Porter; ~rd 
row, Carrie Dillon, Martha Wilkinson, Ka thy Parker, Lisa 
Strub, Sattdra Little, Ruth Aanensen, Jackie Mosley, Deb 
Wengert, Chris Wengert, Holly Hendrickson, Coach Kelly 
;. ..... :• :. :~ .... :• :. :- :9 :. :~ :• ~ ~~ :11 :~• ... 
" , ~ , I , II r 
- Coach Kelly 
(1) Sandra Little edges out her Dike opponent. (2) Becky Strub 
dashed to many victories. ( 3) Lisa Strub passes it on. ( 4) Coach 
Jim Kelly. ( 5) Panthers look on as Roxanne Hellman and Becky 
Strub run the 880 medley relay. (6) Rae Marie Finsand was a 
strong force on ·our track team. (7) Ann Healy's contributions 
include shuttle hurdle relays and 180 low hurdles. 
JUNIOR HIGH GIRLS TRACK TEAM: 8TH GRADE - Front 
row, Stephanie Hatcher, Kari Lebeda, Pat Ryan, Laura Al-
brecht, Tammy Mortensen, Tracy Anderson; Second row, Sue 
Ziegler, Teri Michel, Lisa Johnson, Jill Roberts, Katy Thomp-
son, Jean Barron, Laura Bunkofske, _Terri Powell; 7TH GRADE 
- Third row, Jenny Delfs, Holly Nicholas, Rosalyn Hellman, 
Beth Ann Finsand, Cheryl Coro, Kelly Cress, Cindy Nicholson, 
Pam Burris; Fourth row, Dawn Usher, Jill Duea, Betsy Kelly, 
Christy Dillon, Wendy Jorgensen, Mgr. Ann Clow; Back row, 
Lisa Kincaid, Sandy Spray, Amy Hendrickson, Diane 
McLaughlin, Debbie Brown, Carol Glascock. Coached by 
Phyllis Hopkins. 






























5th of 18 teams 






5th of 23 teams 
57 86 
5th of 8 teams 
9th place 
''Boys Track Team Has Great Quality'' 
1 'The 1978 boys track team had great quality, but not the 
quantity we needed to win a lot of meets. In a lot of events 
we were consistently on top, but we didn't have the quantity 
to give us many second, third and fourth place finishes to 
pile up points. 
1 1 The sprinters set a fast pace for the entire season. Mark 
Myers won the 100 yard dash regularly, and the 440 and 880 
relay teams of Ken Haman, Mark Myers, Chris Haman and 
Kirk Plagge won first in state competition. I was happy to 
better my personal record in the long jump and win first 
place at State. 
1 'Even with graduation, the track team will be tough next 
year. Myers and Ken Haman are great, and a lot of under-
classmen look very good, especially Wes Washington, Dane 
Dierks and Clark Taylor in the mile relay, and Dave Vil-
main in the half-mile. Good Luck ! 1 1 




Ackley and Hudson 
Ackley Raider Invitational 
Dual-North Tama 




















- Dave Burris 
BOYS VARSITY TRACK TEAM: Front row, Coach Hendricks, 
Mark Reed, Elmer Lavala, John Coney, Bob Hellman, Kirk 
Plagge, Chris Haman; Second row, Brian Bowman, Barry . 
Ewalt Dane Dierks, Neil Lindemann, Clark Taylor, Denms 
Wasliliigton, Mark Myers, Wesley Washington, ~en Haman, 
Eric Finsand, Leon Wessels; Back row, Joe Burbridge, John 
Rohrbaugh, Dave Vilmain, Matt Gill, Mark Wray, Dick Ellis, 
Bob Thompson, Greg Snodgrass; Not pictured, Dave Burris, 
Bryan Glascock 
JUNIOR HIGH BOYS TRACK TEAM: 8TH GRADE - Front 
row, Dan Shepherd, Arya Fari~pour, Matt Delay, Mike Cran-
dall, Jim Tarr, Justy Doud, Mike Hay~s; ~econd row, Ma~ 
Glascock, Mike Leymaster, Curt Kouri, Rick Wumk~s, Tim 
Gish, Blair Brewer, Jan Pulkrabek, Coach Yoder; Third row, 
Wayne Roby, Joe Hunt, Brian Taylor, David Alberts, John 
Becker, Randy Nicholas, John Olsen; 7TH GRADE - Fourth 
row, John Mc Calley, Delbert Rittgers, Lowell Tietje, Paul 
Rider Neil Davis, Carl Little, Jason Smith, Lanny Johnson, 
Darle 1Mosley; Back row, Quinn C:1-ldwell , ~oni Si<;son, Terry 
Seufferlein, Harold Parker, Don Findlay, Bill Perkins, Barry 
Jones; Not pictured, Curtis Sisk 
(1) Chris Haman and Kirk Plagge. (2) Kirk runs for another 
victory. (3) Mark Myers at the blocks. (4) Barry Ewalt and 
Elmer Lavala warming up before a meet. (5) Chris Haman 
strides ahead of his opponent. (6) Wesley Washington gets 
ready for another workout. (7) Mark Myers beats his oppo-
nents to the tape again. (8) Dave Burris shows how he won 
the long jump at the State Track Meet. (9) Leon Wessels. 
( 10) Dave Burris. ( 11) Elmer Lavala, Dick Ellis, Bob 
Thompson, Dane Dierks and Clark Taylor. (12) Mike 




''Strongest Team Yet'' 
1 'The girls tennis team completed its season with a 6-8 record, the best 
we've had in many years. Members of the team, the strongest yet, 
competed for several sports. The team placed second in the conference 
meet with Mary Nurre placing first in number two singles, Cami Hutch-
ins placing first in number six singles, and the team of Susan Snodgrass 
and Hutchins placing first in number three doubles. Next year's team 
will go through a little rebuilding because we will be losing three 
members out of the top six, but I think we will be able to improve our 
reco,devenfurthe,." ~c:1~ 
(1) Deb Jorgensen ready for action. (2) Robin Gish jumps back to hit a 
long one. ( 3) Mary Nurre jumps to hit a high ball. ( 4) Diane Albrecht 
hits one with ease. (5) Gretchen Tharp hitting a powerful serve. (6) Ju-
lie Hyde and Deb Jorgensen practice hard. 
GIRLS TENNIS TEAM: Front row, Peg Primrose, Deb Kettner, Sue 
Snodgrass, Tracy Timson, Sue Green, Sara Sulentic, Kris Redalen; 
Second row, Gretchen Tharp, Cami Hutchins, Diane Albrecht, Julie 
Hyde, Mary Nurre, Deb Jorgensen, Coached by S. Hawn. 
4 
Debi Jorgensen 





















































''Another Victorious Season'' - Antoine Baierle 
''Led by a group of experienced lettennen, the tennis team had another 
victorious season. Greg Taylor distinguished himself at the Wahawk 
tournament by finishing first of the four teams represented. During the 
Conference meet, Antoine Baier le took the singles title, and associated 
with Tony Bender, executed Grundy Center in the doubles finals. Jim 
Seufferlein and Bert Gilgen also brought home many victories for the 
team. After taking the District crown, Baierle finished second at the 
State tournament. Valuable players and good team spirit were a winning 
combination this year. 11 
(1) Greg Taylor races to return the ball. (2) Jim Seufferlein psychs out 
his opponent. (3) Bert Gilgen concentrates on the ball. (4) Tony Bend-
er. (S) Antoine - ready to smash another serve. (6) Practicing great 
form. 
BOYS TENNIS TEAM: Front row, Dave Chung, Leonard Scovel, Doug 
Powell, Mike Scharf, John Diedrichs; Back row, Brett Froyen, Derek 
Mazula, Greg Taylor, Tony Bender, Jim Seufferlein, Antoine Baierle; 
Not pictured, Bert Gilgen, Rudy Sioson. Coached by J. Aldrich Sr. 
1978 Boys Tennis Results 
Opponent We 
Waterloo Central 8 
Central City 8 
Waterloo West. 4 
Eldora 7 
Waverly 7 
Waterloo East. 9 
Cedar Falls 4 
Columbus 6 
Grundy Center 7 
South Tama 7 
Charles City S 
Eldora 7 















''Golfers Win NICL Title'' - Coach Duea 
"The 1978 golf team captured N. U. High's fourth NICL con-
ference title in ten years, maintaining 0e school's record of 
never having finished lower than second m th': conferen_ce .. 
standing. Collectively, team members e~abhshed ten md1v1d-
ual and four all-time team records. Kevin Mueller was medal-
ist in the NICL and Parkersburg tournaments; Walt Wilkinson 
was medalist in sectional play. Second place finishes were 
achieved by Doug Hansen and Tim Sulentic in the NICL and 
Parkersburg tournaments respectively. Hansen, Mueller and 
Sulentic all earned spots on the six-member NICL All-Confer-
ence Te=.'' ---I.,~~ 
1978 GOLF TEAM: Front row, Cary Ewalt, Jeff Williams, Ed-
die Hancock, Dave Durbala, Doug Hansen, Tim Sulentic; 
Back row, Coach Duea, Doug Keiser, Rick Bremner, Walt 
Wilkinson, Jim Hayes, Steve Hofstedt, Doug Durbala, Jeff 
Laylin, Paul Steele; Not pictured, Kevin Mueller 
( 1) Doug Hansen checks his clubs. ( 2) Kevin Mueller putts. (_3) 
Kevin and Walt Wilkinson compare score cards. ( 4) Doug, Tim 
Sulentic and Kevin tell Coach Duea about the games they just 
finished. 
Opponent 
1978 Golf Results 
We 





































































Cheerleaders Show Spirit 
( 1) Deb joins others in welcoming back 
alumni cheerleaders at Homecoming. 
(2) Spirits rise as Panthers defeat Grundy 
Center during Homecoming. ( 3) Steph-
anie Mattson and Robin Hellman show 
their spirit. (4) Cheryl says, ''The 
Panthers Need You. 11 (5) Sandy Stoesz, 
Joni Burbridge, Sue Green, Robin Gish, 
Mary Nurre, and Cheryl Powell leap for 
a victory. ( 6) Becky Van Ha uen and 
Deb Alberts watch during tense mo-
ments. 
1977-78 was the first year NUHS had two sep-
arate cheerleading squads to cover the athle-
tic seasons. During the course of the year, 45 
girls led cheering sections for football, swim-
ming and basketball . 
VARSITY CHEERLEADERS: FALL, Front row, Deb Kettner, 
Stephanie Mattson, Robin Hellman, Deb Jorgensen, Jarith 
Bunting, Back row, Rae Marie Finsand, Deb Alberts, Diane 
Albrecht, Becky Van Hauen, Gretchen Tharp . WINTER, Front 
row, Susan Green, Sandy Stoesz. Back row, Robin Gish, Rita 
Parker, Cheryl Powell, Joni Burbridge, Mary Nurre. 
JUNIOR VARSITY CHEERLEADERS: FALL, Top to bottom, 
Heidi Hendrickson, Kathy Parker/ Martha Wilkinson, Lisa 
Strub, Ruth Aanensen, Micki Porter/ Jackie Mosley, Jolon 
Bunting. WINTER, Clockwise from top, Ann Healy, Julie 
Hyde, Kris Redalen, Josie Findlay, Sara Sulentic, Shelley 
Tharp, Shari Snodgrass , Joan Schoneman. 
JUNIOR HIGH CHEERLEADERS: FALL, Front, Laura Albrecht, 
Beth Ann Finsand, Rosalyn Hellman. Back, Rachel Tharp, 
Jean Barron, Lisa Kincaid. WINTER, Front, Toni Kincaid, 
Terri Powell, Dawn Usher. Back, Carol Glascock, Sandy 51 
Spray, Terrie Michel. 
Panthers Show Their Colors 
Fall President - Josie Findlay 
Winter President - Deb Alberts 
Sec. /Treas. - Rae Marie Finsand 
Locker Signs - Rita Parker 
Advisors - S. Smith G J. Thomas 
JR. /SR. PEP CLUB: Diane Albrecht, 
Becky Van Hauen, Mary Nurre, Deb 
Kettner, Deb Jorgensen, Gretchen 
Tharp, Sue Green, Deb Alberts, Rae 
Marie Finsand, Rita Parker, Robin 
Hellman, All Gill, Susan Snodgrass, 
Stephanie Mattson, Jarith Bunting, 
Cheryl Powell, Sandy Stoesz, Judy Die-
drichs. 
FR./SOPH . PEP CLUB: Josie Findlay, 
Julie Hyde, Shelley Tharp, Tammy 
Bright, Heidi Hendrikson, Martha Wil -
kinson, Ruth Aanensen, Cathy Card, 
Lisa Brown, Holly Hendrikson, Micki 
Porter, Jolon Bunting, Lisa Strub, Sherri 
Snodgrass, Carla Tarr, Arlene Cherry, 
Roxanne Hellman, Kathy Parker, Tracy 
Timson, Jackie Mosley, Christy Koch, 
Jolene Ford, Peg Primrose, Sara Sulen-
tic , Kris Redalen, Joan Schoneman. 
~: · ~ . : 6 : . : • : .: •: • : •: •=' ... ' ' ' " 
(1) Diane decorates duti-
fully. (2) David Burris 
aids Ann Healy G Shelley 
Tharp in a pep skit. ( 3) 
Spirited panther Joy 
Duea. (4) Merry Christ-
mas . (5) Eddie Hancock 
lends the cheerleaders a 
hand. 
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Student Councils Plan For The Future 
' I 4' Plans to add color and class to 
the field house and its lobby 
took many council hours. The 
council sponsored a dance and 
an exchange day with C. F. 
High. 
JUNIOR HIGH STUDENT 
COUNCIL: Justy Doud, David 
Alberts, Lisa Kincaid, Todd 
Timmerman, Advisor Mrs. 
Beckman, Blair Brewer, Laura 
Albrecht, Rachel Tharp, Barry 
Jones, Michelle Niederhauser, 
Laura Bunkofske 
Seated, Doug Wood, V.P. Bob Hellman, Pres. Doug Hansen, Sec. Rita Parker, Diane Albrecht; Standing, Eddie Hancock, 
Dave Delafield, Rod Cory, Lisa Strub, Josie Findlay, Brett Froyen, Mark Miller, Advisor Mr. Riechmann, Becky Strub, Robin 
Hellman, Stephanie Mattson, Jon Nieman, Matt Gill, Mike Ryan, Mike Sabbath; Not pictured, Marty Thompson 
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Lettermen Enjoy Their Status 
1977 - 78 LETTERMEN: Walt Wilkinson, Chris 
Haman, Tony Bender, Dennis Washington, Steve 
Simcox, Pete Healy, Mike Ryan, Antoine 
Baierle, Mark Myers, Ken Haman, Jon Nieman, 
Jim Sulentic, Doug Hansen, Bob Hellman, Jim 
Seufferlein, Mark Miller, Cory Wumkes, John 
Mattson, Eric Finsand, Mark Reed, Jim Hayes, 
Doug Durbala, Dick Ellis, Kirk Plagge , Eddie 
Hancock, Doug Wood, Rick Carbiener, Greg 
Taylor, Tim Sulentic, Clark Taylor, Doug 
Cory, Mike Sabbath 
President - Walt Wilkinson; Secretary - B. 
Hellman; Vice-pres. (of vice squad) - D. 
Hansen; Secretary of Green Stuff (Treasurer) -
D. Wood; Sarg. at Arms - K. Plagge; Under-
sec. to Sarg. at Arms - D. Burris; Secretary of 
Eggs - S. Simcox; Foreign Affairs - A. 
Baier le; Commissioners of Weird Costumes - P. 
Healy & E. Hancock 
(1) Steve Mortensen says, 1 'Now it's your turn! 11 (2) Vince 
Howard wonders about John Rohrbaugh. (3) Isn't Dave Vilmain 
divine in his new hair-do? (4) Get a load of Keith Burbridge! 
(5) Rod Cory. (6) Brian Bowman muddles in puddles. (7) Isn't 
Steve a jwrior? (8) Noon hour relays! (9) ''Move it, you 
slaves! 11 
Girls Form New Letter Club 
~, .,,._ ..... t,: •:- .: &: .,.. •: •: ..... ~~ . ' . ' ' 
LETTER CLUB CHARTER :tv1El'v1BERS: Front 
row, Rae Marie Finsand, Becky Van 
Hauen, Gretchen Tharp, Diane Albrecht, 
Debbie Alberts, Becky Strub; Back row, 
Stephanie Mattson, Debbie Jorgensen, 
Cami Hutchins, Robin Hellman, Sharon 
Rogers, Susan Snodgrass, Cheryl Powell 
( 1) Initiates report in after the scavenger 
hunt. (2) Robin Hellman and Becky Van 
Hauen. (3) Deb Alberts and Steph Mattson 
polish the coach I s car. ( 4) NU women 
athletes' training tables. (S) 1 'We are the 
athletes. 11 (6) Steph adds elbow grease. 
55 
Yearbook Staff Wants To Impress You 
' ' _... ,, . ', 
:• :• ::4 :. -=-• -• :• -~• ,,; ., , . EDITOR: Tina Hantula BUSINESS EDITOR: Rita Parker ART WORK: Jenny Doud COVER,DESIGN: John Diedricks Page 57 ADS: Kari Ytterhus, Diane Delay, Lisa Ball 
LAYOUT & COPY: Judy Diedrichs, Carla Tarr, Tina McCAin, 
Carrie Dillon, Ruth Aanensen, Tracy Timson, Peggy Primrose, 
Kathy Goodman, Sandy Stoesz, Josie Findlay, Sue Green, Sharon 
Rogers, Deb Kettner 
PHOTOGRAPHERS: Dave Chung, Antoine Baierle, Bert Gilgen, 
Jim Seufferlein, Lee Potter, Wesley Washington, Andy Schwandt, 
Doug Wood, John Diedrichs, Leonard Scovel, Tim Hantula, Chele 
Wumkes FACULTY ADVISOR: Marjorie Vargas 
(1) Josie, Ruthie and Tina M. (2) A typical Saturday morning. (3) Bert's an A-
1 photographer. ( 4) Antoine sorts through negatives . ( 5) All's well when Tina Is 
in charge. ( 6) Diane and Kari sold enough ads to add 12 pages to this year Is an-
nual. 
Dran1a Club Perforn1s With Style 
SENIORS AND JUNIORS: 
Debbie Alberts, Diane Al-
brecht, Rae Marie Fi1t5and, 
Robin Hagenow, Ed Hlan-
cock, Doug Hansen, Tina 
Hantula, Pete Healy, Bob 
Hellman, Adrian Hoff, 
Elmer Lavala, Alex Miller, 
Rita Parker, Becky Strub, 
Gretchen Tharp, Becky Van 
Hauen, Doug Wood, Jarith 
Bunting, David Chung, Judy 
Diedrichs, Dick Ellis, Barb 
Froyen, Robin Gish, Bryan 
Glascock, Kathy Goodman, 
Sue Green, Lois Greene, Jim 
Hayes, Robin Hellman, 
Debbie Kettner, Stephanie 
Mattson, Barb Nelson, Jon 
Nieman, Sharon Rogers, 
Mike Ryan, Andy Schwandt, 
Teresa Smith, Sandra 
Stoesz, Marsha Tompkins, 
Michele Wumkes 
( 1) Our fearless leader calls for 
1 'WAR. 11 (2) Gretchen, Publicity 
Advisor Mrs. Beckman, Mr.Ben-
joy the opening of UNI's Strayer-
Wood Theatre. (3) Tina, Judy and 
Carla served as ushers at Theatre 
UNI production CYRANO DE BER-
GERAC. ( 4) Mrs. . Butzier helps 
out at another strike party. 
UNDERCLASS:MEN: Mike Beckman, Denise Carbiener, Doug Cory, Diane Delay, Dave Durbala, Josie Findlay, Jo-
lene Ford, Tim Hantula, Jeanne Harris, Ann Healy, Roxanne Hellman, Julie Hyde, Christy Koch, John Mattson, Tina 
McCain, Trent Michel, Mark Miller, Jenny Nicholas, Mark Nurre, Lee Potter, Doug Powell, Peggy Primrose, Mike 
Sabbath, Brian Smith, Carla Tarr, Clark Taylor, Shelley Tharp, Jeff Williams, Cory Wumkes, Kari Ytterhus, Ruth 
Aanensen, Ken Brown, Lisa Brown, Greg Browning, Jolon Bunting, Cathy Card, Vicki Clark, Eleanor Crownfield, John 
Diedrichs, Carrie Dillon, Brett Froyen, Heidi Hendrickson, Sharon Hufferd, Doug Keiser, Julie Nelson, Kris Redalen, 
Laura Runkle, David Schwandt, Leonard Scovel, Lisa Strub, Tracy Timson, David Vilmain, Wesley Washington, 
Martha Wilkinson, Mark Wray. Advsior: Mr. Butzier 
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The Real Action's Backstage 
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( 1) Carpenter Clark clammers with a claw 
hammer. ( 2) The cast cowers as Mr. B 
Shakes a threatening finger. (3) DE-
STRUCTION. (4) Waackys at work. (5) 
Tina McCain adjusts Shelley's hat. (6) 
Deb Alberts give a charming smile. (7) Jo 
Findlay assists Christy Koch . ( 8) Judy has a 
lot on her mind. (9) Mr. B pitches in at 
Pennypacker rehearsal. ( 10) Pig Is feet. 
(11) Marsha Tompkin. (12) Stage crew 
admires the day's accomplishments. (13) 
Tim Hantula draws another publicity post-
er. (14) Leonard Scovel and John Diedrichs 
''soundoff. 111 (15) Pete, Eddie, and Judy 
take a break. (16) Mike Beckman, Carla 
Tarr, Cathy Card. 61 
Fall Play 
The Remarkable Mr. Pennypacker 
(1) Kate draws Wilbur's attention from 
the unfinished wallpaper. (2) Pa pro-
tects his family from Grampa 's wrath. 
(3) The truth is revealed. (4) Pa Pen-
nypacker and his favorite daughter. (5) 
Kate, Ma, Elizabeth and Teddie cele-
brate. (6) Dr. Fifield worries about 
Wilbur's marriage. (7) Grampa shows 
his appreciation (?) for ballet. ( 8) ' 1 I 
know it takes a big man to admit he is 
wrong ... and I think it 1s rather biga-
my. 1 ' (9) Aunt Jane and Grampa sit in 
shocked silence after learning that Hor-
ace has two wives. 
62 
CAST 
Laurie Pennypacker .................... Ann Healy 
Pupils ................. Christy Koch, Diane Delay 
Ben Pennypacker .................... Blair Brewer 
David Pennypacker .................. Doug Powell 
Edward Pennypacker ................... Ken Brown 
Elizabeth Pennypacker ............... Jenny Nicolas 
Aunt Jane ..................... Stephanie Mattson 
Wilbur Fifield ......................... Jim Hayes 
Kate Pennypacker .................... Robin Gish 
Ma Pennypacker .................. Gretchen Tharp 
Henry Pennypacker .................. Tim Hantula 
Teddy Pennypacker .................... Doug Cory 
Grandpa Pennypacker ................. Doug Wood 
Quinlan ........................... Jeff Williams 
Young Man ......................... Bob Hellman 
Dr. Fifield . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ed Hancock 
Sheriff .............................. Pete Healy 
Pa Pennypacker ..................... Doug Hansen 
Policeman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cory Wumkes 
SPOTLlGHT ON ... 
MR. WILLlAM WAACK 
We welcome Mr. Waack to our 
Language Arts department and 
costume room. He has a broad 
background in teaching, adminis-
trative, and theatre work, and is a 
fine addition to our Drama Club at 
N.U.H.S. 
Winter Play 
An Evening Of One Acts 
THE HAPPY JOURNEY 
TO CAlvIDEN AND TRENTON 
Cast 
The Stage Manager ........... Trent Michel 
Ma Kirby ................ Michele Wumkes 
Pa Kirby ...................... Ed Hancock 
Arthur ........................ Doug Keiser 
Caroline ................... Jenny Nicholas 
Beulah ...................... Jarith Bunting 
(1) Pa Kirby says, ''Eat my dust! 11 (2) The 
stage manager ponders. ( 3) Ma comforts Ar-
thur. (4) Ma and Beulah talk things over. (5) 
What, Ma? (6) The nose knows! (7) The fuzz 
on a bust at the Simple Notion Shop. (8) The 
young man offers a hand. (9) Dorothy and the 
young man have it out. (10) Analytikos offers 
sage advice. ( 11) Just one more kiss ! ( 12) 
Paris makes a point. ( 13) 1 1 Royal life is such 
a bore. 11 (14) "Please, M'Lady! 11 
64 
THE CAST OF THE CRUSHED PETUNIAS 
Cast 
Dorothy Simple .................................... Judy Diedrichs 
Police Officer ........................................ Doug Cory 
Young Man ........................................... Jim Hayes 
Mrs. Dull ..•.....................••..•............... Julie Hyde 
HELENA Is HUSBAND 
Cast 
Helena ............................................... Robin Gish 
Tsumu ........................................ Stephanie Mattson 
Menelaus ...•.•...................•.................. Alex Miller 
Paris .........••.................................... Doug Hansen 
65 
Spring Play 
A Man For All Seasons 
A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS is simply a sto-
ry of a man who would not sacrifice his 
principles, even though it cost him his 
life. Robert Whittinson said of him, 
''More is a man of an angel's wit and sin-
gular learning; I know not his fellow. For 
where is the man of that gentleness, lowli-
ness, and affability? And as time requireth 
a man of marvelous mirth and pastimes; 
and sometimes of sad gravity: a man for 
all seasons. 1 1 May the world continue to 
produce men and women of his stature. 
K.B. 
1) The More family wrestles with another 
problem. (2) Chapuys wants you! (3) Two 
Dastardly Devils delve into danger. (4) An 
angry Cromwell tries to get Sir Thomas to 
sign the act. (5) King Henry attempts to 
bribe Sir Thomas. (6) Handsome Hans. (7) 
Jailer, you have the key to my heart! (8) 
I've had it with this family! (9) Lady 
Margaret looks on in distress. ( 10) Witty 
Wolsey wobbled wonderfully. 
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The Cast 
The Common Man ........................ Doug Hansen 
Sir Thomas More ........................... Doug Wood 
Master Richard Rich ...................... Greg Browning 
The Duke of Norfolk, Earl Marshal ........... Ed Hancock 
Lady Alice More, More I s Wife ............. Judy Diedrichs 
Lady Margaret More, More I s Daughter ...... Gretchen Tharp 
Cardinal Wolsey .......................... Tim Hantula 
Thomas Cromwell ......................... Bob Hellman 
Signor Chapuys, Spanish Ambassador ......... John Mattson 
Chapuy's Attendant ....................... Mike Sabbath 
William Roper .............................. Jim Hayes 
King Henry the Eighth ....................... Pete Healy 
A Woman ............................... Shelley Tharp 
Thomas Cranmer, Archbishop ............... Jeff Williams 
SPOTLIGHT ON .. . 
ALEXMlLLER 
As his senior project undertaking, Alex 
designed the sets for our production of A 
MAN FOR All SEASONS. At least one 
hundred hours of work is required, but 
Alex spent closer to two hundred hours 
in design, planning and construction of 
his beautiful set. 
A Toast To ChristITias 
CAST 
Co-directors 
Steve Cannan and Kenneth Butzier 
FANFARES 
Doug Cory, Rod Cory, Vince Howard, Tracy Timson, 
Stephanie Mattson, Mike De Boer. 
MADRIGAL SINGERS 
Lord of the Manor: Bob Hellman. Tammy Bright, Josie 
Findlay, Barb Froyen, Robin Hagenow, Ann Healy, Heidi 
Hendrickson, Donna Howard, Julie Hyde, Shelly Tharp, 
Michele Wumkes, Brett Froyen, Ed Hancock, Doug Hansen, 
Doug Keiser, Paul Michaelides, Doug Powell, Mike Sab-
bath, Greg Taylor, Marty Thompson, Cory Wumkes. 
STROLLING MINSTRELS 
Chris Michaelides , Bryan Glascock, Judy Diedrichs, Greg 
Browning, Robin Gish, Jim Seufferlein, Barb Nelson, Jarith 
Bunting, Rita Parker, Jenny Doud, Micki Porter, Cathy 
Card, John Diedrichs, Jay Lawrence, Jolon Bunting, Christy 
Koch, Eleanor Crownfield. 
COURT JESTERS 
Tim Hantula, Adrian Hoff, Mark Maricle, Doug Wood 
CREW WORKERS 
Tina Hantula, Peg Primrose, Jon Nieman, Clark Taylor 
(1) Lord-of-the-Manor Bob Hellman entertains Chele and 
his other guests. (2) Serenading the audience. (3) Cathy 
Card started the festivities with a few selections on the 
harpsicord. ( 4) The strolling recorder group: Barb, Jim, 
Jarith and Robin. (5) Doug Hansen, Tammy, Doug Powell, 
Ann and Eddie enjoy themselves at the head table. (6) Doug 
Keiser and Shelly Tharp smile for the camera. (7) 11 Jest for 
fun'' ... the Jesters - Mark, Adrian, Tim, and Doug. (8) 
Hey! Who brought the hamburgers? (9) Chris, Bryan, Judy 
and Greg, as a string quartet, provide an enjoyable time for 
all. ( 10) Come blow your hom - the Fanfare. ( 11) Sir 
Douglas Hansen and Lady Jarith Bunting in the torch dance . 
( 12) Jon Nieman worked hard to build Madrigal scenery. 
(13) The final concert. 
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Bands Best Beat Yet 
NUHS CONCERT BAND 
FLUTE: Jarith Bunting, Robin Gish, Su-
san Green, Jeanne Harris, Debbie 
Kettner, Cassie Ladley, Kathy Parker, 
Kris Redalen, Renato Sioson, Martha 
Wilkinson . 
CLARINET: Jolon Bunting, Robin Ha -
genow, Robin Hellman, Melanie 
Lange, Jennifer Nicholas, Teresa 
Smith, Susan Snodgrass, Kim Tietje . 
BASS CLARINET: Sharon Hufferd, Mi-
chelle Wumkes. 
BASSOON: David Chung. 
AL TO SAXOPHONE: Christy Koch, Jim 
Seuffer lein. 
TENOR SAXOPHONE: David Delafield, 
Pete Healy. 
BARITONE SAXOPHONE : Paul Steele. 
TUBA: Doug Cory. 
STRING BASS: Mark Maricle. 
TRUMPET: Dave Burris, Rod Cory, Ed 
Hancock, Brent Hanson, Tim Hantula, 
Vince Howard, Jeff Laylin, Mike 
McKinney, Kevin Mueller, Andy 
Schwandt, Tracy Timson. 
OBOE: Ruth Aanensen, Josie Findlay, 
Barb Froyen. 
FRENCH HORN: Symone Ma, Lee Pot-
ter, Laura Runkle. 
TROMBONE: Brett Froyen, Doug Han-
sen, David Jorgensen, Dirk Mazula . 
BASS TROMBONE: Bob Hellman, Curt 
Nielsen. 
BARITONE: Rick Bremner, Jim Hayes, 
Doug Wood. 
PERCUSSION: Stephanie Mattson, Da-
rius Nicholson, Brian Smith, Clark 
Taylor, LaTanya Vaughn, Lonny 
Youngblood. 
NUHS JAZZ BAND 
SAX: Jim Seufferlein, Christy Koch, 
Pete Healy, Dave Delafield, Paul 
Steele. · 
TROMBONE: Doug Hansen, Brett 
Froyen, Doug Wood, Kirk Mazula, Bob 
Hellman. 
TRUMPET: Dave Burris, Ed Hancock, 
Andy Schwandt, Brent Hanson, Tracy 
Timson. 
PIANO: Jennifer Doud. 
FENDER RHODES PIANO: Julie Hyde. 
BASS: Mark Maricle. 
DRUMS: Brian Smith, Lonny Youngb-
lood. 
FRENCH HORN: Lee Potter, Laura 
Runkle. 
TUBA: Doug Cory. 
'I • I I 4-
' I .,. 
( 1) Dave Burris was chosen one of five outstanding performers 
from a field of two hundred fifty at the Tall Corn Jazz Festival 
in March. (2) Barb Froyen has a high 1 'reeding' 1 level. (3) 
Freshmen find fun filling French funnels - Laura Rwtl<le and 
Symone Ma. (4) Jim Seufferlein was a second outstanding per-
former at Tall Corn where thirteen jazz bands competed in Class 
AA. (5) Eddie Hancock, Andy Schwandt and Dave Burris con-
tribute to the Jazz Band's winning performances. (6) ''Who let 
that photographer in here? 11 - Jim Hayes, Eddie Hancock and 
Kevin Mueller. (7) Full Band - In Concert. (8) Pete Healy 
and Christy Koch make good use of their hot air . . , , ,, ,, . ,, , , 
4 .~ ... _ e,: .; .: &: .:. •: •: ., .... ~~ •: .: .... •= ... _ 
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Orchestras Sweet Strains 
•= •:-- .: ~:. ~:- •: t,: 
NUHS CONCERT ORCHESTRA ' • , 
VIOLIN: Vicki Clark, Sandy DeBoer, ' \ 
John Diedrichs, Carrie Dillon, Doug 
Durbala , Bryan Glascock, Chris Mi-
chaelides, Barb Nelson, Kim Nelson, 
Kim Nielsen, Doug Powell, Nie Rob-
erts, Marty Thompson, Mark Wray, 
Kari Ytterhus. 
VIOLA: Tammy Bright, Don Davids, 
Judy Diedrichs, Holly Hendrickson, 
Jackie Mosley. 
VIOLONCELLO: Greg Browning, Adrian 
Hoff, Julie Hyde, Paul Micha elides, 
Mark Smith, Robert Thompson. 
CONTRABASS: Mike Beckman, Mark 
Maricle, Julie Nelson, Jeff Williams. 
PIANO: Renato Sioson. 
OBOE: Josie Findlay, Barb Froyen. 
CLARINET: Robin Hellman, Jennifer 
Nicholas, Susan Snodgrass . 
TRUMPET: Ed Hancock, Brent Hanson, 
Jeff Laylin. 
HORN: Symone Ma, Laura Runkle. 
TROMBONE: Brett Froyen, Bob Hell-
,. 




man, Doug Hansen. 
TUBA: Doug Cory. 
PERCUSSION: Mike DeBoer, Darius 
Nicholson, Brian Smith. 
FLUTE: Robin Gish, Susan Green, 
Jeanne Harris, Debbie Kettner. 
~:•:•:•:•: •:•,:~~ •:•:•. ' ' ' .. 
NUHS CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 
VIOLIN: Bryan Glascock, Chris Mi-
chaelides, Kim Nielsen, Marty Thomp-
son. 
VIOLA: Judy Diedrichs, Carol Glas-
cock. 
VIOLONCELLO: Paul Micha elides, Bob 
Thompson. 




( 1) Chris Micha elides practices (again). 
(2) Concentration is the 11 key 11 word. 
( 3) Kim Nielsen and Carol Glascock 
Harmonize . ( 4) Concert Time . ( 5) 
Renato Sioson plucks out another tune. 
(6) Concert Orchestra woodwinds and 
brass let out all the stops. (7) In Con-
cert. ( 8) Marty Thompson and Bryan 
Glascock. (9) Orchestra members snap 
to attention as Mr. Welch gives the 
starting cue . 
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Choir 
NUHS CONCERT CHOIR 
Poetry In Harmony 
SOPRANOS: Ruth Aanensen, Lisa 
Brown, Jolon Bunting, Robin Gish, 
Ann Healy, Heidi Hendrickson, Don-
na Howard, Julie Hyde, Christy 
Koch, Melanie Lange, Amy Linde-
mann, Kim Lough, Sharon Rogers, 
Shelley Tharp. 
ALTOS: Diane Albrecht, Tammy 
Bright, Jarith Bunting, Denise Car-
biener, Cathy Card, Eleanor Crown-
field, Judy Diedrichs, Carrie Dillon, 
Josie Findlay, Barb Froyen, Lois 
Greene, Robin Hagenow, Cami 
Hutchins, Deb Kettner, Karen 
Langhoff, Barb Nelson, Julie Nelson, 
Jenny Nicholas, Kim Nielsen, Rita 
Parker, Michelle Porter, Kris Reda -
len, Laura Runkle, Teresa Smith, 
Carla Tarr, Kim Tietje, Tracy Tim-
son, Marsha Tompkin, Michelle 
Wumkes. 
TENORS: Ken Brown, John Die -
drichs, Jenny Doud, Rae Marie Fin-
sand, Brett Froyen, Doug Kaiser, 
Neil Lindemann, Stephanie Mattson, 
Paul Micha elides, Doug Powell, 
Marty Thompson, LaTanya Vaughn, 
Martha Wilkinson. 
BASSES: Mike Beckman, Greg 
Browning, Doug Cory, Rod Cory, 
Don Davids, Mike DeBoer, Dick El-
lis , Eric Finsand , Bryan Glascock, 
Eddie Hancock, Doug Hansen, Tim 
Hantula, Bob Hellman, Adrian Hoff 
Vincent Howard, Elmer Lavala, Jay 
Lawrence, Jeff Laylin, Mark Mari-
cle, John Mattson, Chris Michae-
lides, Kevin Mueller, Darius Nichol-
son, Jon Nieman, Mark Nurre, Lee 
Potter, John Rohrbaugh, Mike Sab-
bath, Andy Schwandt, Dave 
Schwandt, Leonard Scovel, Jim 
Seufferlein, Renato Sioson, Brian 
Smith, Greg Snodgrass, Greg Taylor, 
Bob Thompson, Keith Vaughn, Doug 
Wood, Cory Wumkes. 
( 1) Mr. Cannan directs traffic as the chorus makes its grand entrance. ( 2) Jennifer 
Doud kept busy year-around playing piano for the chorus, as well as winning a position 
as guest artist with the Waterloo Symphony Orchestra. She also perfonned for many 
civic groups and earned summer scholarships to the prestigious National Music Camp at 
Interlochen, Michigan. (3) The chorus committee selected music periodically for the 
87 member chorus. L. to r. are Mr. Cannan, Greg Taylor, Steph Mattson, Shelley 
Tharp, and Marty Thompson. Not pictured are Doug Wood and Chele Wumkes. (4) A 
familiar scene - concert wann-ups. (5) Fall concert., (6) Another outstanding musi-
cian at N. U. , Chris Michaelides was awarded the honor of acting as concertmaster for 
the ALL-STATE ORCHESTRA. (7) ALL-STATE WINNERS. Vocal music: Shelly 
Tharp, Josie Findlay, Jenny Doud and Doug Powell. Not pictured: Mike DeBoer. Or-
chestra: Bobby Thompson and Chris Micha elides. 
\ ' ' • 
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Musicians Earn State Contest I's 
(1) Jim Seufferlein plays the big one . (2) DI-
VISION I STRINGS: Cello solos - Bob 
Thompson, Paul Michaelides; Cello duet -
Bob Thompson, Matt Glascock; Cello trio -
Bob Thompson, Paul Michaelides, Julie 
Hyde; Violin solo - Marty Thompson; String 
quartet - Marty Thompson, Chris Michae -
lides, Bob Thompson, Renato Sioson; Cham-
ber orchesta - Marty Thompson, Chris Mi-
cha elides, Bryan Glascock, Kim Nielsen, 
Judy Diedrichs, Carol Glascock, Bob Thomp-
son, Paul Michaelides, Renato Sioson; Piano 
solo - Jenny Doud. (3) Paul. Michaelides and 
Bob Thompson at practice. (4) Judy Die-
drichs, Jenny Nicholas and Robin Hellman on 
concert night. (5) DIVISION I VOCAL SOLO-
ISTS: Tammy Bright, alto; Micki Porter, 
alto; Kendi Evans, soprano; Julie Hyde, so- -
prano ; Shelley Tharp, soprano ; Josie Findlay, 
alto; Ann Healy, soprano. ( 6) DIVISION I 
WINDS: Jennifer Nicholas, clarinet; Jeanne 
Harris, flute; Jim Seufferlein, baritone saxo-
phone . 
76 
Junior High Develops Musical Talent 
r, 
~' , ' ,,. 
( 1) Mr. Musel directs a march. ( 2) Sousa -
phones Quinn Caldwell and Gary Fisher. 
(3) Ted Hovet and Matt Glascock try to get 
together. (4) Amy Hendrickson and Carol 
Glascock. ( S) The brass and percussion 
sections. (6) Violin practice. (7) Curt 
Kouri . ( 8) Cellists Don Findlay, Darrell 
Mosley, John McCalley, and Ward 




Ten Earn State Speech Contest l's 
HO1v1E SPEECH CONfEST ANTS: Front row, 
Judy Diedrichs, Doug Wood, Rita Parker, 
Dave Chung; Second row, Bryan Glascock, 
Jenny Nicholas, Jeanne Harris, Stephanie 
Mattson, Chele Wumkes, Leonard Scovel, 
Greg .Browning; Back rows, Sharon Rogers, 
Andy Schwandt, Kathy Goodman, Diane De-
lay, Debbie Kettner, Martha Wilkinson, Kim 
Nielsen, Tracy Timson, Mr . Butzier, Jeff 
Laylin, Jeff Williams, Doug Durbala, Ann 
Healy, Roxanne Hellman, Shelley Tharp; 
Not pictured, John Diedrichs, Laura Runkle, 
Joni Burbridge 
ST A TE SPEECH CONfEST: Front row, Mr. 
Butzier, Jeff Williams I, Doug Wood I (2), 
Greg Browning II: Second row, Jeanne Harris 
II, Sharon Rogers II, Joni Burbridge I, Kathy 
Goodman I, Track Timson I, Debbie Kettner 
II, Rita Parker I ( 2) , Shelly Tharp I; Back 
row, Dave Chung I (2), Judy Diedrichs I (2), 
John Diedrichs II, Stephanie Mattson I OUT-
ST ANDING PERFOR1v1ER AWARDS: Dave 
Chung (Extemp. speaking), Shelley Tharp 
(Prose interp.), Doug Wood (Literary pro-
gram) 
( 1) Roxanne . ( 2) Doug clowns around . ( 3) 
Jeanne, Diane and Jenny. ( 4) Rita and Mr. B. 
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(1) Pay attention to the game, Robin. (2) Ride 'em, 
Duke. (3) Debbie Jorgensen, elegantly attired. (4) Jeff 
Schmidt. (5) Barb, Teresa and Petey study - diligently? 
(6) Who lmows what evil lurks in Dave Chung's mind? 
(7) Mad scientist Kevin Mueller. (8) Tim and Dennis -
He ain't heavy, he's my brother. (9) Jim and Robin head 
up the Homecoming Breakfast raffle . 
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(1) Tina McCain checks cos-
tumes. ( 2) Christy shows her spirit 
for Long John Silvers and the Pan-
thers. ( 3) Mike Sabbath lends a 
hand for Homecoming. ( 4) Chris 
and Lee execute a dolly shot as 
Becky, Shelley, Jenny, Matt, and 
Kevin get ready on location. (5) 
Clean make-up, cover girl Carla 
Tarr. (6) Dave, Josie, Julie and 
Clark take a breather after prac-
tice (movie practice). (7) Holly 
says 1 'Howdy' 1 • (8) Clark Taylor 
practices his lonely look. (9) 
Mark Maricle tries to impress 
Peggy. ( 10) Craig Benson tries to 
concentrate on biology. 
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( 1) Jackie Mosley, Kathy 
Parker, Cathy Card, Llsa 
Strub, and Ruth Aanensen 
stay up to decorate while the 
rest of the world sleeps. ( 2) 
Dave Delafield asks, 
1 'Don't it make my brown 
eyes blue ? 1 1 ( 3) 1 1 Hi, 
guys ! 1 1 exclaims Jackie. 
(4) Kim Nielsen could get 
first place in a Pippi Long-
~ stocking contest. (5) That 
• sure was a sour lemon, huh, 
Brett? (6) Dave Jorgensen, 
Brett Froyen, Kim Tietje 
and Curt Nielsen have dif-
ferent opinions about sci-
ence. 
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(1) It's a lot of work to pre-
pare a gourmet dinner at 
eighth grade camp. (2) Matt 
Glascock - tracking Big-
foot. (3) Rachel and Jean 
support the team with locker 
signs. ( 4) John shoots for 2 . 
(5) 1 'It's a bird! It's a 
plane! it's a ... tree' 1 ex-
plains Kerisa to Sue, Joanne 
and Rachel. (6) Todd, 
Rick, Kurt and Arya wonder 
if notebooks are necessary. 
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(1) Rosalyn Hellman. (2) 
1 'You wouldn't dare, 11 
challenges Amy Hen-
drickson. ( 3) Curtis Sisk 
asks, "Who me? 11 (4) 
David Landau's innocent 
look. (5) Michelle Nei-
derhauser interviews Rip 
Van Winkle, alias Paul 
Rider. (6) 1 'Earth to Bet-
sy • . . come in please . ' ' 
(7) Jason Smith. (8) 
1 'Wow'' Ted Hovet ex-
claims. 11 1 could have 
had a V-8. 11 (9) Kari 
Schilling. (10) Harold 








~-Humble Travel Service -125 Main St. Cedar Falls, Iowa 277-2202 
LORRAINE'S AGATE SHOP, INC. 
Complete Silversmithing Supplies 
1013 W. 18th Street 266-5583 
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720 West Fourth Street 
Waterloo, Iowa 50702 
108 E. 3rd St., Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613 
(319) 266-1214 
BANK &TRUST 
4417 University Avenue 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
Member FDIC 
Phone (319) 266-2691 
18th Street and 
Waterloo Road 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
Phone 277 -4690 
SECLIRllY FIRST 
Security First Insurance Inc. 
111 West Fourth Street 
Cedar Falls,,lowa 50613 
319 268-0131 
"Au i~ th• plau with 
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Find 43 NUHS activities hidden above . 
f I 
4' 
BERG'S COLLEGE DRUG 
Across from the campus 
Serving Cedar Falls 
for over 50 years 
put a new era of 
banking convenience 
to work for you 
51,..'-t~ r.S .-•N~ -
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0 . . : ·-: c-........ ··-...... _ ... .. . , .. -
WATERLOO SAVINGS BANK 
West Park at Cedar 
Cedar • Kimball 
Cedar Heights Drive 
Member FDIC 
Accounts Insured to $40,000 
oke 




224 Main St. 
Phone 266- 2673 







on the Parkade 
266-5444 
THE MALT SHOPPE 
on College Hill 
2218 College St. 
266-6263 
PARKADE TRUE VALUE HARDWARE 
314 Main St. 
266-1291 
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JACOB'S FLOWER SHOP 
2220 College Street 266-5324 
City and Farm Property 
Business Opportunities 




Office Phone 266-2605 
Home Phone 277 - 3425 
Member of Waterloo & Cedar Falls 
Board of Realtors - Multiple Listing 
BANCllOFT FLORIST 
416 W. 12 Street 




A & S Barber Shop 
Ike I s Barber Shop 
Parkade Barbers 
Squire Is Barber Shop 
Hair Unlimited 
The Razor's Edge 
Simcox & Fink 
College Hill Barber Shop 
~~1~:;, 
-------------·-
1 BLOCK NORTH Of UNIVERSITY 
ON MAIN STREET IN CEDAR FALLS 
aterloo 
~ouritr 
/izn~ ~a~, .fnc. 
417 ON THE PARKADE 
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA 50613 
grow with ... 
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA 
123W4thSt College Square 
in the 
BLACK HAWK AREA 
of Iowa 
A QUEST FOR CREATIVE RELATIONSHIPS 
WITH TEENAGERS 













Cedar Falls, Iowa 
266-0669 
&JZichardso11, gun.era/ &ft~me 
615 O'J1a,n Pftreel 




, 216~ '""' •~ I I 319-277-1013 
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HOME SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION 
''You can always count on help from HOME'' 
Downtown and Crossroads Center, Waterloo•Cedar Falls•Vinton•Decorah•Cresco 
A personal invitation from Mgr. Jerry Jansen 
to the 
6015 University Avenue Cedar Falls, Iowa 
~€ 
Oils, Aery lies , Ink 
Pastels, Watercolors 
Papers, Pads, Canvas 
Mat & Poster Boards 
Easels, Tables, Lamps 
Latch Hook Materials 
Macrame' and Weaving 
Decoupage, Quilling 
Dremel and X-Acto Tools, Woodcarving 
Tole Painting Supplies & Products 
AR TS 'N' CRAFTS 
Lower Mall - Crossroads 
Waterloo, Iowa 
233-4522 
1003 W. 23rd Street 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
277-6437 
Iowa I s Finest Art & Crafts Supply Stores 
•:- .: ~: .: ·~ •: ~: •= •-
,--
Good Luck to 
The Class of 178 
and Those to Follow 
IT. TRAPP &. ASSOCIATES, Realtors 
C,7i 332 1 Ceder Heights Dr., Ceder F-,lls , Iowa 506 13 
Phone 277-2121 
I \ ,, 
I 
4. 
I I ,, 
, 
• I ' .. ____________________ . ,,. 
Be diligent in your 
search for tomorrow 
but always 
hold on to your dreams of today. 





South Sioux, NB 
DANISH MUTUAL 
INSURANCE ASSOCIATION 
Joe K. Brummell, President 
LATTA'S MAIN STREET 
STORE 
2218 Main Street 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613 
11 S ervlng the educational needs 
of the community" 
JOE PETERSEN AGENCY 
410 on The Parkade 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
Phone 266-1735 
HANSEN & HANSEN INC. 
½ 1917 Waterloo Road, Cedar Falls Phone 268-0444 
Complete Insurance 
318 Main Street 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
' ', • ' , •• 
BIii S. Madsen, Secretary 
For Her: For Him: 
OH THE PARKADE 
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA 
Best Big Or Tall Selection in Northeast Iowa 
Selectability For Young and Older Men 
,itch's 
a1oorl~ll 
Exclusive Big or Tall Sizes 224 Main 
Telephone 277-6101 Cedar Falls, Iowa . '~ .. ------------------• 
\ , , 
41 
.. ' .. ~ 
LIND & Wooo REAL TORS 
632 E. 18TH STREET 
c11:o•• P'ALL.a, IGWA 9061!" 
•• I I ' 
• .t I ' 
IOWA SPORTS 
SUPPLY 
909 W. 23rd Street 
Across from U .N. I. 
WOOLCO DEPARTMENT STORE 
''We want to be 
College Square Shopping Center 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
Phone 
your favorite store 11 (319) 266-2621 
Cedar Falls Savings 
and Loan Associatiori 
~itt PHOTOGRAPHY 
Hours: 9:00 - 5:30 






Located in Lamplighter Realty Building 
Suite C 1 6003 University Avenue 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
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to the photographers from 
Cedar Falls Record 
Waterloo Courier 
McKenna I s Color Photography 
, :ti""" ..._. ... _ 
,;:-
,~ I 
~' , ' ,, 
4, 
' ' ,. 
,. , . , ,, •· 
PiZZA 
PARLOR 
Ulorlb's grratrst pma: 
Two locations 
4728 University Avenue 
Cedar Falls 
266-7595 
Kimball Ave. & Highway 412 
Waterloo 
233-3348 

